COTTON + STEEL

A DIVISION OF RJR FABRICS

FABRIC DESIGNED BY
COTTON + STEEL

COLLECTION
SPELLBOUND

PATTERN NAME
POTIONS AND POISONS QUILT

PATTERN DESIGNER
RASHIDA COLEMAN-HALE

45 1/2” X 59 1/2”
SUPPLY LIST:

4 yds 5006-1 backing fabric
55” x 70” batting
all purpose thread

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:

5010-1 Doily Web Grey
1 1/2 Yards

cut six 8” squares
cut twelve 15 3/4 x 4 3/8
cut twelve 8” x 4 3/8”
cut two 8” x 14 1/2”

5011-2 Skull Dots Black (metallic)
1 1/2 Yards

cut five 8” squares
cut ten 15 3/4 x 4 3/8
cut ten 8” x 4 3/8”

5006-1 Elixir Grey
1 1/2 Yards

cut six 8” squares
cut twelve 15 3/4 x 4 3/8
cut twelve 8” x 4 3/8”
cut two 8” x 14 1/2”

5002-2
2 Yards - piecing and binding
This quilt is comprised of two blocks, A and B, that are made by first sewing four different blocks, cutting them diagonally, and then piecing them together in pairs.

1. To make each of the four blocks required first match up one center square with two 8” x 4 3/8” rectangles and two 15 3/4” x 4 3/8” rectangles. Follow the diagram above to pair up the prints as shown. You will make 6 of each block 1 and 2, and 5 each of block 3 and 4.

2. Sew the two 8” strips to the center square at the top and bottom. Press seams open.
3. Sew the two 15 3/4” strips to the right and left sides of the pieced center. Press seams open.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to complete the blocks.
5. Cut each block diagonally following the inside corners of the center square.
SEW:

6. Pair up each half block to its same fabric but opposite pieced half block and sew the two half squares together to create a finished block. Press the center seam open. Trim to 14 1/2” square.

7. Cut two of block A in half diagonally for the side setting triangles.

For the remaining steps follow the piecing diagram on the following page as a guide. Match seams in each step.

8. Sew each row, use print fabric rectangles as shown, these will become the corners of the quilt. Press seams in alternate directions starting with the first row.


10. Quilt the top, batting and backing. Then square and trim the quilt top to measure 45 1/2” x 59 1/2”.

11. Bind the quilt to complete.
SEW:

Quilt piecing diagram
SEW:

Irim Quilt